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NoGravity is a performing arts company, founded and directed by 
Emiiano Pellisari. 

It crosses the boundaries between the arts to create multidisciplinary perfor-
mances for all types of audience and theatre. Inspired by the extraordinary 
mechanisms of the Renaissance and Baroque Theatre of Marvel, with a focus 
on the man-machine relationship.
Beauty, dreammarvel, illusion and entertainment are the keys to the poetics 
of the director Emiliano Pellisari. Symbols, evocations, suggestions, tableaux 
vivant, express the boundaries of the collective imaginary.
Since its foundation in 2008, NoGravity presents its shows in Europe, Russia, 
South America and Asia, every year. 

Direction and Choreography
Regia e coreografia a specific work on bodies, the search for a perfect exe-
cution of geometric figures.
Dynamics powerful movement and perpetual energy on the scene. 
The style the precision and sensuality of the gesture.

Emiliano Pellisari’s shows have their origin from studies on the theatrical ma-
chinery of ancient and Renaissance period and new technologies from the 
nineteenth century to the present day. 
The man-machine relationship change the sensory space imposing new cho-
reographic techniques that the Company has developed over the years and 
that today represent the distinctive label of Emiliano Pellisari’s art. The cho-
reographer and dancer Mariana Porceddu introduces the dynamism to the 
pure and cold semantics of the original movement, changing the architecture 
of the bodies, developing the characters and adding power and sensuality 
to the gesture. By her touch, the images are enriched and magically animat-
ed. Mariana is a National Dance Academy in Rome graduated. In 2008 she 
meets Emiliano Pellisari and since 2011 she works as co-choreographer for 
the Company.

Cast 6 acrobatic dancers
Duration 1h 15’ without break

Illusion dance, sculptures dance, physical theatre, 
the selected scenes of the three shows: Inferno 
(2008), Purgatory (2010), Paradise (2011)

Divina Commedia -  From Hell to Paradise

TOUR FRANCE
2014 | 15 | 16

Assembly day before debut
Stage 12m x 8m x 7m (grid)

Cast 2 sopranos, 1 sopranista, 5 musicians, 
6 dancers
Duration 2h  including break

Aria - baroque arias in the air
Aacrobatic aerial dance, music and singing, Ba-
roque universe revisited, new magic
figurative theatre.

TOUR FRANCE 2019

Assembly 1 day before debut
Stage 14m x 10m x 7m (grid)

Cast 6 dancers, 2 sopranos, 6 musicians/singers, 
1 musical director
Duration 1h 30’ without break

Leonardo - The Paradise Feast

Theatre of marvel, renaissance music and sing-
ing, theatrical imagination of Leonardo Da Vinci.

NEW

Assembly  1 day before debut 
Stage 14m x 10m x 7m (grid) in partnership with

700th anniversary’s celebrations

with the technical cooperation of www.stage-events.fr



Classic If classical and philosophical culture are the basis of the creation’s 
method, Renaissance classical painting and medieval art represent the par-
adigmatic world from which Emiliano Pellisari’s creative imagination draws 
inspiration. Contemporary art is considered as a possible idea, as an ideal 
future, but not current, it’s far from artistic emotion. The study of the texts, the 
comparison with the Italian art of the Renaissance and Baroque bring the art 
back to the artisanal dimension, made up of small daily steps that offer a less 
rapid growth, less easy than the provocative world of contemporary art, but 
more concrete and, perhaps, talented with that solidity that contemporaneity 
cannot offer.

Philosophy  Emiliano Pellisari’s creative imaginary is inspired by the idea 
that art must first transfer emotions and that intellectual play is secondary. 
Only after opening his heart, the spectator is provided a series of signals that 
can help him to understand the concepts on which the scene is based. A kind 
of map made of symbols, analogies, suggestions, able to describe the jagged 
coasts of the imagination. 

Costumes and scenes   They are made in Emiliano Pellisari’s studio; 
a theatre/laboratory where theatrical mechanisms and choreographic tech-
niques are developed. It includes a gym where the dancers train and the cho-
reographies created, the technical laboratory where Emiliano Pellisari builds 
his theatrical machines, the office/laboratory where the ideas and the fantastic 
visions are translated into projects and drafts on paper. They compare ideas 
with the theory and practice of stage art, consulting specialized literature on 
scenography and special effects, the technical data sheets of the machine 
projects for illusionism and of course the art books.

Music  Emiliano Pellisari, for live music, collaborates with the Foundation 
Pietà De’ Turchini, Centre of Ancient Music, in Naples and with musical direc-
tors, musicians and singers specialized in Renaissance and Baroque music as 
Walter Testolin, Prisca Starmasky, Raffaele Nicoletti, Francesco Tomasi and 
many others.
In the initial dance and nouvelle magie shows, the world and contemporary 
recorded music were composed by a team of musicians and sound engineers 
led by Emiliano Pellisari. Afterwards the collaboration of Mariana Porceddu 
and several music consultants, was used for the selection of classical and 
contemporary pieces, then revisited and arranged in Emiliano Pellisari’s stu-
dio.

Leonado show- Tableau vivant



The Paradise Feast 
LEONARDO

No words. And really the gaze flies high, beyond the stage, where suspended 
in space float the dancers weightless bodies. The audience wonder what is the 
magic effect can carry the bodies so high, without any support or rope… To be 
seen rather than narrated.

Teatro Cult. news, Rita Felerico - Naples, July 2019

Surprising a modern and sophisticated audience, to transport it with such ease 
in the illusion, in the magic and in the possibility of a theatrical miracle, is an 
arduous and almost impossible task. NoGravity Theatre with Leonardo per-
formed the miracle.

TV kultura, Valeria Kydryavtseva - Moscow, July 2019

The dance movement is simple, but metaphors and expressions are profound. 
No symbol should be desecrated, no detail should be forgotten or ignored. The 
scenic design of the whole work, in each its positioning leads to the “mathe-
matical beauty”. And the different flute’s tones led us to a wonderful moment: 
the unconscious, happy metamorphosis of the soul taking the distances from 
the stellar gaze.

Shanghai Daily, Jiefang - Shanghai, November 2019

A common dream for Leonardo and the Company NoGravity, flying, moving in 
the vacuum, floating and circling in the air, as if it were an amniotic fluid. The 
approach of NoGravity gives life to an elegant, refined, soft show.

The public applauds with conviction for every scene, enthusiastic when the ma-
chines designed by Leonardo come out of a trunk or when reference is made 
to the women he painted. Very impressive the scene in which is performed the 
Christ crucifixion, placed and held in his mother’s arms, in a position worthy of 
Michelangelo’s Pietà.

La Repubblica, Francesca Taormina - Palermo, December 2019

Pellisari tents the arc of time, shooting an arrow that ideally crosses the Re-
naissance stage, overcomes the inventions of the Baroque, until arriving at 
contemporary technology, made alive by the sense of history.

Giornale di Sicilia, Daniela Cecchini - Palermo, December 2019

A marvellous machinery, without any aspiration to become real, but rather en-
tering strength into the paintings and tables preserved in the collections of the 
main museums … Mothers and courtesans are of immense purity, NoGravity 
returns them to the theater…

Giornale di Sicilia, Simonetta Trovato - Palerme, December 2019
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PARADISE FEAST
JOHANNES OCKEGHEM | Kyrie, Agnus Dei Missa Cuiusvis
tones/4 voices

ALCHEMY 
MICHAEL MAIER | Atalanta fugiens (fugues 1 et 44)
voices, viola da gamba, flute, organ, lute, psaltery, harp

ANNONCIATION 
BARTOLOMEO TROMBONCINO | Vale Diva
voice, lute, harp, viola da gamba, flute

DIVINE PROPORTION 
GUILLAUME DUFAY | Nuper rosarum flores
voices, organ, harp, lute, viola da gamba, chromiu

THE SPRING 
BARTOLOMEO TROMBONCINO | Zephyro Spira 
voices, lute, harp, psaltery, viola da gamba, fluteo

ANGHIARI’S BATTLE 
PERCUSSIONS IMPROVISATION
arabic drum, Persian drum and rattlesi

TAROTS 
JUAN DEL ENCINA | Amour con Fortuna 
voices, harp, psaltery, viola da gamba, lute, flutes

METAMORPHOSIS 
ANONIMO XVI SEC. | La Follia
harp, viola da gamba, lute, flute, percussion, psaltery

MUSICAL PROGRAM 
THE BIRDS 
CLEMENT JANEQUIN | Le chant des Oyseaux 
voices, viola da gamba, lute, flute, harp, psaltery

LA GIOCONDA 
JOSQUIN DESPREZ | Entrée je suis 
voices, lute, flute, viola da gamba, organ, harp

MARIA’S PASSION
JOHANNES OCKEGHEM | Mort tu as navré de ton dart 
voices, tenor flute, organ, harp, lute, viola da gamba

SOUL 
ANONIMO XVI SEC. | Pavana - La morte della ragione 
harp 

CELESTIAN BODIES 
JOHANNES KEPLER | Temi dei pianeti da “Harmonices Mundi”
voices

LAST SUPPER 
JOSQUIN DESPREZ | Nymphes, Nappées 
voices,lute, flute, organ, viola da gamba, harp, percussions

FLYING GREETINGS 
ANONIMO  XVI SEC. | Tourdion
voices, lute, flute, psaltery, viola da gamba, harp, percussions

STAGE GREETINGS
ANONIMO XVI SEC. | Follia
lute, viola da gamba, psaltery, harp, percussions

Leonardo Ensemble e NoGravity crew



FESTIVAL

Birgitta festival
Tallin, 2020

Napoli Teatro Festival
Napoli 2019

Inspiration Festival 
Moscow 2019

Csiaf Festival
Teatro della Musica

Shanghai 2019

Festival delle Arti
Teatro Biondo
Palermo 2020

Platonov Festival 
Voronezh 2020

Leonardo show - the mechanical angel, Annunciation



ARIA
Baroque arias in the air

They sweep us into an unreal world, without gravity, from which the spectator 
doesn’t want to go out to avoid to find himself in front of a banal reality. It is 
amazing how they manage to represent paintings that inspire imagination. No 
doubt: this show is highly recommended. 

Michael Georg Müller

It is a mixture of genres that we’re used to see in Italy, with sometimes confus-
ing creations (such as Giovanna d’Arco, in Parma for the 2016 Verdi Festival), 
but also with wonderful results like this show Aria.

Musica, Italy - magazine founded in 1977

Each painting is a scene in which music and song perfectly harmonize with
images, costumes and acrobatic dances. Costumes and choreographies have 
a fascinating impact on the audience.
In my opinion, and no doubt, ARIA deserves the award for its innovation and 
originality.

Giuseppe Pennisi 

A taste of a fantastic world that in the sung parts leads us to the virtuosity of 
adventurous paths. Therefore, all these associations work well. Artists inter-
pret a choice of artworks from the 16th to the 18th century, carefully design-
ing an itinerary with multiple faces. All this is well integrated with the dancers 
movements.

Amadeus - December 2016

ARIA is the name of the opening Festival production, by No Gravity Company.
The dancers constantly challenge gravity, on music by Monteverdi and Vivaldi. 
Very sensual and baroque, very “Italian”. With these words Andreas Dahmen, 
the Festival’s director, describes the show.

Düsseldorf Culture

As inside an aquarium, the Nogravity Dance Company dancers go in circles, 
astonished by the absence of water that surrounds them. It’s a perfect illusion. 
To the musical and acrobatic charm, it also mixes a little of humor and a haz-
ard to the grotesque: as when the soprano sings a baroque air in a butterfly 
costume.
The performance accomplished its success with a final strong applause.

Westdeutsche Zeitung - Lars Wallerang 
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ORFEO  
CLAUDIO MONTEVERDI | Orfeo, Dal mio Permesso/cammin s’arresti, Prologue (1607)
soprano, flute, 2 violins, cello, theorbe, big lute, harpsichord

FARFALLETTA 
ANTONIO VIVALDI | La Farfalletta s’aggira al lume, Cantata RV 660 (1731)
2 sopranos, theorbe, cello and continuous bass 

ECO e NARCISO 
ALESSANDRO MARCELLO | Adagio from Concert in re minore for oboe and strings 
S.Z799 (1716)

LA SERVA PADRONA 
GIOVANNI BATTISTA PERGOLESI |2 arias from the intermezzo La Serva Padrona from 
the opera “Il Prigionier Superbo” Aria “A Serpina penserete” and “Stizzoso, mio stizzoso”
(1733) 

PULCINELLA  
GIOVANNI BATTISTA PERGOLESI | Symphony in fa maggiore for cello and continuous bass

IL CARDELLINO 
ANTONIO VIVALDI | Il gardellino, Concert for flute and strings RV 428 (1728)

LAGRIMOSA BELTÀ 
GIOVANNI FELICE SANCES | 2 voices for Cantata
2 sopranos, baroque guitar, 2 violons, flutes, harpsichord

SPOSA SON DISPREZZATA 
GEMINIANO GIACOMELLI | Sposa non mi conosci, Aria from the opera La Merope, ar-
ranged by Antonio Vivaldi for the opera Bajazet  (1734))
soprano, 2 violins, harpsichord, cello.

SON QUAL NAVE 
RICCARDO BROSCHI | Son qual nave, Aria from the opera Artaserse by Johann Adolph 
Hasse (1730) 
sopranista, 2 violini, clavicembalo, violoncello

TRILLO DEL DIAVOLO 
GIUSEPPE TARTINI | Il trillo del diavolo, Sonata for violin in sol minore(1731)
violin and continuous bass

TARANTA 
ATHANASIUS KIRCHER |  Tarantella Napoletana, Antidotum tarantulae (1654)
violin, harpsichord, cello, flute, theorbe and baroque guitar

STABAT MATER 
GIOVANNI BATTISTA PERGOLESI | Stabat Mater dolorósa, Sequenza, Duetto in fa minore 
from Stabat Mater (1735)
soprano, alto, and continuous bass

LA STRAVAGANZA (finale) 
ANTONIO VIVALDI | La Stravaganza, Concert in mi minore, Op. 4, n. 2 RV 279, extract 
(1712-13)  

FOLLIA (saluti) 
ANONIMO, RODRIGO MARTINEZ | Cancionero de Palacio (1490)
flute, theorbe, 2 violins, tambourines, rattles and nacchere

MUSICAL PROGRAM

Aria Barocca Ensemble and NoGravity crew



FESTIVAL 

Dusseldorf Festival
Dusseldorf,  2017

Materia prima festival
Krakow, 2017

Napoli Teatro Festival
Napoli, 2017

Platonov Festival 
Voronezh 2017

Inspiration Festival
Moscow 2018

Malta International 
Arts Festivals

Teatro Molina, Malta 2018

Aria show - Sposa son disprezzata, A. Vivaldi



DIVINA COMMEDIA
From Hell to Paradise A fully unusual, amazing, imaginative artwork; the goal requested is undenia-

bly to cause wonder but, in addition, the show is based entirely on the body’s 
gestures and on a complex machinery devoid of any virtual or technological 
element; there’s only the light infiltrating diagonally on a permanent black com-
parable to the backdrops of Caravaggio’s paintings.

Del Teatro.It - Antonio Audino - May 8, 2005

The show and its incomparable magical effects have conquered the audience: 
very quickly, the dream carousel becomes floating and the order of things is 
reversed; a scene invaded by a multitude of colorful balloons and a weave of 
shapeless and evanescent objects. Phenomenal.

Corriere della Sera - Valeria Crippa - December 9, 2005

For once, the title is not a trap for fools, but a promise kept patient, rigorous 
and often brilliant […] Thanks to the technical and critical imaginative work, by 
a young philosopher with a background as film director, Emiliano Pellisari.

Resto del Carlino - Valeria Ottolenghi - November 11, 2006

Six acrobatic dancers apparently free from the weight of gravity, fly, hang, jump 
vertically; drop themselves into the void, take up again from top, cuddle, play 
and dance as floating in a deep space.

La Republica - December 8, 2007 

Above the scene, man flies freely. Is it a dream, is it the power of some secret 
spell, is it the magic of the wings? The body flies, freely, simply separating its 
feet from the ground to occupy a new air dimension.

II Giornale - December 6, 2008 

The circus exercise combines dance, passion turns into body sculpture and a 
poignant music becomes a multi-faced way of life full of suprises.

Il Messaggero - October 2008

A visual shock of a symbolism so dense that we would like to immediately re-
view to better understand all the allusions and references. Unforgettable!

French Press - 2015 

A surreal atmosphere, in which the dancers move, closer to a synchronized 
swimming ballet than to an ordinary dance performance. The beauty of the 
body is very evident. It’s not artificial at all, it’s very carnal.

French Press - 2015 

PRESS

Award - 2012
700th anniversary’s celebrations
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FESTIVAL 

Divina Commedia show - The greedy’s tree

Opera House Csiaf 
Shanghai 2016

Festival Darc
Chateraux 2019

Festival dFeria
Sebastian 2012 

Lo spirito della 
Musica Festival

Venezia 2014 

Teatro Dante Alighieri
Ravenna 2011

China-Italy year Festival
Beijng 2015

Auditorium Baluarte
Pamplona 2013

Theatre du Bayonne
 Bayonne 2012 

L’Archipel 
Perpignan 2013

Palais des Festivals
Cannes 2014

Materia Prima Festival
Cracow 2015

Auditorium del Sodre
Montevideo 2016

Auditorio Mayor
Bogota 2016

Teatros del Canal
Madrid 2017

International
Theatre Festival

Batumi 2019



direction by Emiliano Pellisari

Emiliano Pellisari Studio
Via Gabrino Fondulo 51 

00176 - Roma
vat IT 11140141000 
tel +39 06 45543628

nogravitytheatre@gmail.com

www.nogravitytheatre.com

https://www.nogravitytheatre.com

